Each year, at the end of the fall and spring semesters, the Department of Psychology provides a venue for research conducted by psychology students enrolled in Statistics and Research Methods II, Research Apprenticeships, Directed Research and the Honors Program. Members of the Gustavus community, faculty, students, and staff are welcome.

Department Picnic for Psychology Majors

(following the symposium)

rsup before noon on Tuesday, May 12 to lsande@gustavus.edu

Department Picnic for Psychology Majors

(following the symposium)

rsup before noon on Tuesday, May 12 to lsande@gustavus.edu

Date: 05/15/2009

Time: 3:00-5:15 p.m.

1019 Madison Street
Saint Peter, Minnesota

Need a ride? Meet in the lower level hallway of SSC (outside SSC 28) by 5:10 p.m.
Posters 3:00-4:00pm

Detecting Auditory Change Blindness in Sound Sequences - Abbe Paulhe, Erin Watt

Effects of Simulated Hearing Loss on Vowel Discrimination - Nathan Heggem, Lor Moua, Cathryn Nelson

The Effect Of Gesturing During A Priming Story on Problem Solving - Scott Broady, Ashley Ohlson

The Stroop Effect Examined in a Known and Unknown Language - Emma Espel, Krista Koenen, Alex Prieve

The Effects of Multilingualism on the Executive Function of Inhibition - Lindsey Holmgren, Katie Layman, Rita Stevermer

Text Messaging and Closeness in Relationships - Rebecca Carlson, Kate Nelson, Megan Taylor

Word Frequency Effects on Perceived Author Intelligence - Jacob Holsten, Andre Supplee

It's All in the Words: The Manipulation of Emotional Language in Advertising - Anne Engebretsen, Alex Neville

Lexical Processing Reflects Recent Linguistic Experience - Amanda Fisher, Kari Jacobsen, Susan Kramer

Perceptions of Relationships - Jenny Grundman

The Role of Self-generation in False Eyewitness Recall - Krista Koenen, Katie Layman, Amy Veerkamp

The Role of Optimism and Framing in Completing an Interrupted Task - Jodie McGinlay, Emily Wendorff

Gender Differences in Attitudes Towards Same-Sex Relationship - Sarah Windhorst

Straight Eye for the Queer Guy; Sexual Orientation, Speech, and Comfort - Paul Huff, Josh Plattner, Jill VanOs dol

Music, Personality, and Attraction - Ariel Bentley, Kelley Nemec, Caitlin Petersen

Happiness and Related Components in Chilean and American Culture - Emma Espel

Attachment and Framing in Mentoring Preferences - Rebecca Carlson

Nonconscious Priming Effects on Conformity - Beau Hillesheim

How Different Are you? - Meredythe Marcotte, Joanna Mueller

The Effects of Excessive Choice on Choice Satisfaction - Mike Nesbit

Energy Drinks—Do They Work? - Vicky Hidalgo, Marit Kyllo

Effects of Indoor Lighting on Mood and Cognitive Tasks - Anna Johnson, Jess Stinson

The Effects of Oath Presentation on Effortful Performance - Kyle Nicholson, Kelsey Schroeder-Gasser

The Effects of Gender as a Minority on the Influence of Group Decisions - Ifeoma Okolo

The Effect of In-group Versus Non-In-group Related Faces on Perceived Trustworthiness - Ben Copeland, Kevin Dumke

Change Blindness Correlated to the Focus on the Self vs. Other - Lauren Clausen, JoNaye Schroeder

The Relationship Between Different Birth Order Positions and Several Facets of Personality in Undergraduate College Students - Andrea Brown, Amanda Fisher

The Effects of Group Synchrony on Cooperation, Prosocial Behavior and Mood - Carrie Gundersen, Susan Kramer

Fear Processing during Binocular Suppression - Anne Engebretson, Constance Lokken, Melissa Mackley, Megan Taylor

PSYCHOLOGY HONORS ORAL PRESENTATIONS

SSC 28

4:00 PM

CHRISTINE GROTJOHN - GENDER DIFFERENCES IN HUMAN MEMORY UNDER STRESS

4:15 PM

EMMA ESPEL - HAPPINESS AND RELATED COMPONENTS IN CHILEAN AND AMERICAN CULTURE

4:30 PM

REBECCA CARLSON - ATTACHMENT AND FRAMING IN MENTORING PREFERENCES

4:45 PM

HENRY BOEH—IMPLICIT EMOTIONAL PRIMING THROUGH WORDS

5:00 PM

KELLY ANDERSON—RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRO-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR, SPIRITUALITY, NARCISSISM, AND SATISFACTION WITH LIFE